1. Who was Diane Downs' defense attorney?

2. Was Diane crying or hysterical at the hospital?

3. Who did she say shot the children?

4. What are the names of Diane Downs' parents?

5. What are the names of the Downs children?

6. What was Diane Downs' secret about her father?

7. What was an integral part of Diane's character?

8. How long was it before Diane's husband cheated on her?

9. Who was Danny's real father?

10. Where did Diane get the idea of being a surrogate mother?

11. With what married man did Diane have an obsessive affair?

12. What was Diane's motive for shooting her children?

13. How did the police learn a lot about the real Diane?
14. Why was the date May 13, 1983, imprinted on the unicorn so important?

15. When was Diane finally arrested for murder and attempted murder of her children?

16. What disability did Danny Downs suffer as a result of the shooting by his mother?

17. Whom did Diane trick into the relationship that resulted in her pregnancy and birth of a baby right after her trial?

18. What disorders did Dr. Suckow say Diane was suffering from?

19. What institution did Diane Downs escape from?

20. What infamous criminal, known as the I-5 killer, spurned Diane in a jailhouse relationship?